Librarian’s Meeting

Tuesday October 26, 2004
FLT 448

**Attending**: Richard Cochran, Jessica Rush, Ann Breitenwischer, Yuri Konovalov, Paul Kammerdiner, Ray Dickinson, Melinda McMartin, Rick Bearden, Leah Monger, David Scott, Carrie Forbes, Joe Weber, Scott Atwell, Anne Kelly

**Dean’s Comments** (editor was gone for portion of Dean’s comments to answer the loading dock door)

- UAP process is dead. Not sure yet what new process will be

**Announcements**

**Leah**

- Needs a decision on lapsed microfilm title list previously distributed by Nov. 15
- The group made several decisions on some titles to cancel in fiche
  - National Geographic
  - Young Children
  - Journal of Forensic Sciences

- Two titles cancelled in fiche, will keep most recent year only
  - GQ
  - MS

- From titles on the cassette list, let Leah know if you need a subscription to a title from that list

**Rick**

- Will have a page on OPAC screens that links to various help methods (i.e. chat, phone #, etc.)
- Changed Torch logo to link to this help

Adjourned at 11:50 with no objection